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As Kevin, Manuel and I begin work on our Cuba research, we have realized that it would be helpful to have a 

listing of each exile group and various information about them. I am compiling that list currently. Upon 

completeing this research, I would like to enter them in standard format and have them available to each of us 

on computer. I am submitting a sample entry with this message... would it be possible, or efficient, to create a 

database of the headings, so that rather than rewrite everything with each entry, I could just fill in the fields? 

If this is not a practical use of Chet's time (creating a database for only three peoples' research), then I will be 

glad to create the guide myself. Just wanted to check. Thanks.SAMPLEGroup : JURE (Junta Revolucionaria 

Cubana)Formed : July 23, 1962 (press conference)Leader(s) : Manolo RayOthers Associated : none US Govt 

Connection (Y/N) : Y: CIA. Aid withdrawn late 1963 due to Ray's unreliability.Disbanded : August 1968Other 

information : Very hostile towards Artimï¿½ and CIA. Tried to reclaim "unifying" role once held by CRC. Sylvia 

Odio was associated with JURE and claims that those who brought Oswald to her home were JURE-associated 

Cubans.This is the type of thing I would like to create. Can it be done so that the fields in bold are permanent 

and I merely have to enter information? I would also want to create a similar base for individuals not 

necessarily associated with a particular group.
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